
The Beauty Is In The Walking 
By James Moloney 
Publisher: Harper Collins 
ISBN 9780732299941 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
Jacob O’Leary has cerebral palsy, but thanks to his Mum’s determination to help him, he can walk 
with crutches. Living in Palmerston, a country town in Queensland, everyone knows him and what 
he can and can’t do.  
 

Jacob and his friends are in Year 12 when a horrible crime engulfs the town in suspicion. When   
everyone suspects the new kid in town, Jacob realises this is his chance to prove he can do anything 
he puts his mind to, as he tries to find the truth. 
 

This is a wonderful story, full of interesting characters and Year 12 students will thoroughly relate to 
the friendship issues and stresses of studying. 
 

It is also a wonderful coming of age story about finding your own identity and place in the world. 
 

A great read, best for those in Year 9 and up. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 

Blurb: 

In the bestselling tradition of The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time and Wonder. 
'Sometimes you've got to show some mongrel. There's mongrel in you, little brother, more than you 
realise.' Everyone thinks they know what Jacob O'Leary can and can't do - and they're not shy about 
telling him either. But no one - not even Jacob - knows what he's truly capable of. And he's           
desperate for the chance to work it out for himself. When a shocking and mystifying crime sends his 
small country town reeling, and fingers start pointing at the newcomer, Jacob grabs the chance to 
get out in front of the pack and keep mob rule at bay. He's convinced that the police have accused 
the wrong guy; that the real villain is still out there. And he's determined to prove it - and himself - 
to everyone. 
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The Cut Out 
By Jack Heath 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760111984 
$14.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
When teenager Fero is taken in by the government to retrieve one of their agents over the border in 
enemy territory, he obviously wonders, why me? 
 
The answer lies in his doppelganger - who is an imprisoned enemy spy. 
 
What follows is an amazing Matthew Reilly style of action thriller. Filled with incredible gadgets and 
fantastic pursuits, will Fero prove to be up to the enormous task set for him? 
 
Can Fero prevent the deadly terrorist attack that has been promised or will his country be decimated? 
 
Altogether a great adventure that will be most appreciated by 10 - 14 year old action fans. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
  
 

Blurb: 

Fero isn't a spy. But he looks exactly like someone who is: Troy Maschenov - a ruthless enemy 
agent. But what starts as a case of mistaken identity quickly turns into a complicated and dangerous 
plan. Fero is recruited to fight for his country. He will have to impersonate Troy, enter enemy      
territory, hunt down a missing agent and bring her home in time to prevent a devastating terror 
attack. Fero is in way over his head. Hastily trained, loaded up with gadgets and smuggled across 
the border, he discovers the truth about espionage. Getting in is easy. Getting out alive is hard. 
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Green Valentine 
By Lili Wilkinson 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760110277 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

This is a great read for people who enjoy a modern day teen romance and anyone who wants to do their bit 
to save the environment. 
 

I liked this book because I could really get behind their environmental cause, but also involved in their    
romance and the trials of teenage life. 
 

Although the story is told from Astrid’s perspective, when things went wrong for her I found myself            
supporting her relationship with Hiro more than I supported either of the characters individually, which 
made their troubles all the more heart-breaking. 
 

Lili Wilkinson found a way to make me think there was no possible way for Hiro and Astrid to resolve their 
problems and save their little town of Valentine. Only one little detail that was overlooked by everyone 
could finish the story in such a great fashion. 
 

As a teen myself, I could easily relate to the struggles and trials Hiro and Astrid go through in school, family 
life and their relationship, which made it very hard to put down. 
 

Will be enjoyed by boys and girls 14+. 

 

Reviewed by Ben 

Blurb: 

Astrid Katy Smythe is beautiful, smart and popular. She's a straight-A student and a committed   
environmental activist. She's basically perfect. Hiro is the opposite of perfect. He's slouchy, rude 
and resentful. Despite his brains, he doesn't see the point of school. But when Astrid meets Hiro at 
the shopping centre where he's wrangling shopping trolleys, he doesn't recognise her because she's 
in disguise - as a lobster. And she doesn't set him straight. Astrid wants to change the world, Hiro 
wants to survive it. But ultimately both believe that the world needs to be saved from itself. Can 
they find enough in common to right all the wrongs between them? A romantic comedy about life 
and love and trying to make the planet a better place, with a little heartbreak, and a whole lot of 
hilarity. 
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Sister Heart 
By Sally Morgan 
Publisher: Fremantle Press 
ISBN 9781925163131 
$19.99 

Lamont Review: 
 
This is a beautiful introduction to the issues of the stolen generation.  
 
Told through the eyes of Annie, a young Aboriginal girl who is taken from her family and sent away to 
school. 
 
Although she is lost and upset, the friendships she makes, especially with Janey, only confirms the       
amazing power and resilience of the human spirit.   
 
This book will make you smile and cry as Annie slowly makes a new life while never forgetting the old. 
 
It will best suit girls Year 7 and up. 
 

Reviewed by Michelle 
 
Teacher notes are available for this title at www.fremantlepress.com.au 
  
 

Blurb: 

A young Aboriginal girl is taken from the north of Australia and sent to an institution in the distant 
south. There, she slowly makes a new life for herself and, in the face of tragedy, finds strength in 
new friendships. Poignantly told from the child's perspective, Sister Heart affirms the power of 
family and kinship. 
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Talk Under Water 
By Kathryn Lomer 
Publisher: University of Queensland Press 
ISBN 9780702253690 
$19.95 

Blurb: 

Will and Summer meet online and strike up a friendship based on coincidence. Summer lives in Will’s old 
hometown, Kettering, a small Tasmanian coastal community. Both Will and Summer are missing a parent and 
needing a friend.  
 

Summer isn’t telling the whole truth about herself, but figures it doesn’t matter if they never see each other 
in person, right? When Will returns to Kettering, the two finally meet and Summer can no longer hide her 
secret. Can Summer and Will still find a way to be friends? 
 

Set against a picturesque Tasmanian backdrop, Talk Under Water is about following your dreams, finding true 
friends and stepping up to meet life’s challenges.  
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Lamont Review: 
 

Placed in a similar setting to Kathryn Lomer’s previous successful teen novel What Now, Tilda B? of a 
small coastal Tasmanian town, Talk Under Water is a truly captivating read. 
 

Will’s parents separated when his Mum just left and his Dad decided to take their yacht and travel the 
Australian coastline with Will. But two years later, with Will’s encouragement, his Dad gets a job back 
in Kettering, only to find many things have changed. 
 

First, Will must face the gorgeous girl that he talks to online, Summer, who has only recently moved to 
Kettering. And of course he will be going back to his old friends. 
 

The relationship that Will develops with Summer is the real core of this story.  Summer didn’t quite tell 
him the whole truth online, and she turns out to be not entirely who he thought she was.  Will the fact 
that she is deaf impact on their relationship? Or will it endure? 
 

It is a love story and a story of empowerment. There are many issues faced in this story, which make it 
an ideal read for younger teens, say 13-15. The cover design may lend itself towards a female          
readership only, but that would be a shame. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Teacher notes are available for this title at www.uqp.uq.edu.au 



Sea Horse 
By Bruce Pascoe 
Publisher: Magabala Books 
ISBN 9781921248931 
$16.95 

Lamont Review: 
 
This book has a wonderful setting and makes you feel like you are on holidays in a beautiful remote 
seaside town. 
 
Seahorse Bay is a place where Jack and his family often go camping. They love the lifestyle of         
swimming, fishing and scuba diving. 
 
When Jack finds a sunken boat, he and his father wonder how and why it is there. Could the strange 
man that Jack keeps seeing somehow be involved? But it is when the Police advise Jack that if he and 
his father Vince can salvage the boat, that they can keep it, that the mystery really begins... 
 
This book is ideal for students in Year 5 –8, and will also appeal to those that may be struggling reading 
more lengthy novels.   
 
Reviewed by Sam 
 

Blurb: 
 

Written with gentle humour and a beautiful interpretation of landscape, this adventure story about 
Jack and his family is reminiscent of endless summers, azure seas and sandy white beaches.  Jack, his 
dad Vince, sister Tanya, and mum Carla, escape to Seahorse Bay whenever they can. Idyllic days are 
spent exploring the waters of the bay, diving, fishing and cooking up feasts on the beach and, for Jack, 
daydreaming of long-gone shipwrecks and forgotten treasure.  Jack cannot believe his luck when he 
comes across a sunken boat not far off the coast. When he shows his father, they discover it is in    
pristine condition and decide to take on the challenge of salvaging it. But what is the story behind this 
mysterious boat? How long has it been in the bay? How did it get there? And who is the man on the 
cliff with the binoculars?  When the boat is finally raised, the adventure begins. 
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In The Skin of a Monster 
By Kathryn Barker 
Publisher: Allen & Unwin 
ISBN 9781760111717 
$17.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Monsters are only in dreams, aren’t they? 
 

When Alice’s identical twin shot seven people at school in Collector, the population was only 875.   
Alice’s face becomes that of a monster. The people of Collector can’t come to terms with their grief, 
and neither can Alice and her Dad. 
 

Alice has spent time away to learn to cope, but now that she is back, what will happen? She likes to 
walk to the outskirts of town, but is she just tempting fate, hoping for an act of revenge? 
 

On one of these walks a boy whose younger sister was killed is following Alice when she spots the 
ghost of her sister, Kell and with a mere touch they exchange places, with Alice going in to the dream 
world. 
 

Normally this sort of storyline would be a stretch too far for my liking, but this story really took you on 
a journey. I was enthralled by the idea of this dream world where the nightmares of the town people 
go.  
 

Three years ago the dream world had a huge influx of nightmares where the monster is a girl dressed 
in a school uniform.  We see the towns torture and fears, but can Alice help to ease these nightmares? 
But first can she even change back? 
 

This is a real page turner that I read in one sitting. I found the characters exciting and the story            
enlightening. The content will probably most appeal to upper secondary girls. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 
 

Blurb: 
 

Caught in a dreamscape, mistaken for a killer... will Alice find a way home? Three years ago, Alice's 
identical twin sister took a gun to school and killed seven innocent kids; now Alice wears the same face 
as a monster. She's struggling with her identity, and with life in the small Australian town where      
everyone was touched by the tragedy. Just as Alice thinks things can't get much worse, she encounters 
her sister on a deserted highway. But all is not what it seems, and Alice soon discovers that she has 
stepped into a different reality, a dream world, where she's trapped with the nightmares of everyone 
in the community. Here Alice is forced to confront the true impact of everything that happened the 
day her twin sister took a gun to school ... and to reveal her own secret to the boy who hates her most. 
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The Peony Lantern 
By Frances Watts 
Publisher: Harper Collins 
ISBN 9780733332920 
$16.99 

Lamont Review: 
 

Set in Japan in the mid 19th century, where girls were expected to be obedient, but Kasumi likes to 
speak her mind. She knows this is wrong, but this doesn’t always stop her. 
 

When she witnesses a conversation between Lord Shimizu, a samurai, and an out-of-towner, she is 
asked to accompany him to become the lady-in-waiting to his new wife, Misaki. 
 

We don’t understand the treachery of this until the end of the story. 
 

Kasumi and Misaki have a slowly warming friendship, but this falters and Kasumi can’t understand 
why. Is it because of her attraction to Lord Shimizu’s nephew Isamu? Or does Misaki herself have a 
secret love of him? 
 

The story is filled with beautiful depictions of Japan and its culture during this strict period when it was 
still cut off from the rest of the world. 
 

I loved Kasumi, the headstrong burgeoning artist who is taken under the wing of a great painter. She is 
mostly obedient, but she has this underlying inquisitiveness and desire to achieve much more than her 
early village life could ever provide. 
 

This is an entertaining read that will be best enjoyed by girls 12 and up. 
 

Reviewed by Rob 

Blurb: 
 
When Kasumi leaves her remote village for the teeming city of Edo, her life is transformed. As a      
lady-in-waiting in a samurai mansion she discovers a rare talent for art and falls in love with a young 
samurai. How could she ever return to the life of a simple mountain girl? But Kasumi must set aside 
her own concerns. Her country is on the brink of change and Edo is simmering with tension. And her 
mistress has a dangerous secret—a secret that Kasumi is gradually drawn into... Set against the vivid 
backdrop of nineteenth-century Japan, The Peony Lantern is a powerful story of art, love and      
friendship, and finding your own path.  
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Voicing The Dead 
By Gary Crew 
Publisher: Ford Street Publishing 
ISBN 9781925272055 
$19.95 

Lamont Review: 
 
Gary Crew has based this book on the true story of Jack Ireland who was a survivor of a shipwreck on 
the Queensland coast in the early 1880’s. 
 
Told from Jack Ireland’s perspective as if he was still alive many, many years after the event, those  
who enjoy historical fiction will love this book. 
 
Jack believes he has ink as well as blood in his veins so he frequently ‘takes lit trips’ as he calls them, 
into other books. So much historical literature is quoted throughout the story. 
 
It is quite violent at times, as most of the crew are killed by head-hunters.  
 
Probably best suited to boys Year 8 and up who like adventure in their historical fiction. 
 

 

Reviewed by Michelle 
 

 
 
 

Blurb: 
 

You ask, 'Can the dead speak?' I answer, 'Is this blood that runs in my veins, or ink? I ask that you read 
me. I ask that you hear me. See me. Touch me. Others have, and tasted my blood...' So writes Jack 
Ireland, 14 year old English born survivor of the horrors of capture by head hunters. In Voicing the 
Dead, internationally-awarded author Gary Crew revisits the astonishing story of nineteenth century 
teenager Jack Ireland who survived - and lived to fight back through his 'never say die' determination 
and creativity. 
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